INFINIUM

™

Land & Sea

Latest PI Technology
“The Infinium LS was designed for use both on land & in the water and due to a pulse induction’s
(PI) ability to ignore even the most adverse ground conditions and detect targets at maximum depths,
the Infinium is ideal for electronic prospecting, relic hunting, beach hunting & treasure diving.
“The Infinium is waterproof down to 200’, hence the LS (Land & Sea) designation. It can be
mounted in one of 3 positions on the shaft or belt-mounted with the included pouch. Hip mounting will reduce the weight of the detector by almost 2 pounds and allows for easier operation of the
controls to aid in identifying and pinpointing targets. For diving, shaft mounting is recommended to
avoid becoming entangles in the cables..
“The Infinium LS is the only PI-type detector that features an audio target-ID circuit. The two-tone
audio response varies depending on the type of target detected. A low conductive target such as gold
jewelry, nickels, pull tabs, bullets and smaller gold nuggets will produce a high tone followed by
a low tone as the coil passes over it. A high conductive target such as pennies, clad & silver coins,
brass artifacts and large gold nuggets will produce a low tone followed by a high tone. Due to the
way PI-detectors react to iron, a low-high tone will be received when iron is detected...
“The new Infinium LS incorporates the latest PI-technology and its performance in the field under a
wide range of adverse conditions demonstrates that pulse units have come of age for many forms of
treasure hunting other than only hunting saltwater beaches...It takes a bit to become proficient with;
however, it has the ability to handle virtually any type of ground condition with little affect on its
overall performance.”
The full review by Andy Sabisch was published in the August 2003 issue, page 26, of:
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